Argentina that he knew was impossible for several reasons. In 1874 Hudson left Argentina for England; both parents dead, the family broken up, the estancia sold. He never returned. He died in 1922. From these dates it can be seen that Hudson lived a long life straddling two continents and two cultures. The core of all his attitudes can be traced to the violence of the culture shock implicit in his move from the wild desolate pampas where he was born (before immigration, before the economic boom) and lived until he was 33 years old on an isolated estancia enclosed in an intensely emotional and puritanical family group to his life in hated London, then the undoubted economic/scientific capital of the world. This change is far more than an ocean crossing; it is a leap from "semi-barbarity" to "ultra-civilization". Hudson viewed his early life in Argentina as "a very long time ago, in a distant land" and thought that a thousand years separated him from then.
Hudson found it hard to cope with this change; he felt out of tune with his times and suffered a continual sense of uprootedness. His conservatism (both as a writer and as a field naturalist) is the result of this exile, of not belonging, of being a misfit. It forced him to seek alternative values. For example we can understand why Hudson laboured so skilfully to ensure that words stayed stuck to the things described, with a minimum of distortion and literary artifice. His simplicity of style transcends "style" for Hudson deliberately asserted his "ignorance", his role of fool, eccentric. A model was William Cobbett (like Hudson from another age): "Undoubtedly he talked like that, just as he wrote and as he spoke in public, his style, if style it can be called, being the most simple, direct and colloquial ever written." -Hudson sought to be natural because he was born a barbarian. 5 Hudson's life has a clear fold, even wall, in the centre (the 1874 journey). In Argentina Hudson took copious notes about all that he saw, heard, experienced (when he set out to write the story El ombu in 1902 he pulled out his old notes, found pampa dust still in them); he also corresponded with the U.S.A. and England but he didn't publish his first book until 1885 (The Purple Land that England Lost). All his professional writing life was in England. He survived from this (he had no other income); he called it bread and cheese writing. Because of this economic base he was aware of different levels of quality in his writing. He describes his dual mind: what he calls the "walking in boots" mind that plods along laboriously and the "sparrow-hawk mind" that works swiftly in the dark, in flashes and glimpses (the poet in him). This perception guides us to the centre for much of his work corresponds to the boots (and dustbin). Hudson: "If I could have devised some means of recording them (the hawk-like soarings), if I had had an idea of such a thing, they would have presented a strong contrast to the stodgy stuff I am obliged to put into my books since I started book-writing".
Writing books seemed a curse. Only at the very end of his life (the 1916 edition of Green Mansions) did Hudson make any money. In spite of his enormous output (24 volumes in the complete edition) , it is hard to classify Hudson as a writer; he spread through many genres, avoiding what he most wanted to be (a poet).
More than anything he despised the act of writing as it implied being indoors, alienated from nature. None of the possibilities of written expression satisfied him.^ Hudson placed poetry at the top of his artistic hierarchy because man's deepest emotions could only be expressed in verse and music. He dreamed of becoming a poet, published poems and always quoted odd lines from poems to intensify his own perceptions in prose. Yet he deliberately silenced the versifier in himself because the conventions of poetry (metre, rhyme) distorted sincerity; poetry was artifice, words taking on their own value (i.e. non-realistic). Further the poet was a bad naturalist (incipient science in its attempt to be objective, deal with facts, saw subjectivity as evil).
If what he sought in poetry was the original and fresh perception, not its rhetorical elaboration, then colloquial prose kept a more natural grip on things. Yet Hudson had little time for novels (or romances as he called them); he never valued his own fiction, least of all Green Mansions } the novel that brought him fame and money (too late). This novel was based, not on his own experiences -he never visited Guiana -but on others 7 travel books and on his idea of what was most South American (tropical jungle) for European readers hypnotized by the mysteries of Africa. Hudson turned to fiction for a complex of motives, part economic, part didactic (to teach and to punish his reader) and partly because behind the mask of fiction he felt freer to day dream, fantasize, be himself. This can be confirmed by the label Hudson chose for his fictions: romances. Northrop Frye opposes the romance to the novel and claims that a romancer does not attempt to create 'real people 1 but psychological archetypes; the mood is elegiac and idyllic not realistic. He shows that the romance deals with "subjective intensity", with individuality and characters idealized by revery. Romances are introverted and personal. All this is obviously applicable to Hudson's fictions.
Hudson, who had set out to become an ornithologist, collecting specimens for Burmeister in Buenos Aires, the Smithsonian and the London Zoological Society, quickly realized that his ambition to establish himself as a scientist had lead to a deadend. He soon came into friction with the new specialists and the scientific establishments. For Hudson was an autodidact and came to loathe "laboratory" scientists, calling himself anachronistically a field naturalist (like Gilbert White). His enemy became the "closet" naturalist who surveyed the world of wild animals from a London study while Hudson patiently trailed his prey for hours in the rain, observing, taking notes. He.had arrived in England just as the amateur naturalist was becoming extinct.
Hudson's rejections of poetry, science and fiction squeezed him out of established categories. This is Hudson's own description of his Nature in Downland: "a small unimportant book, not entertaining enough for those who read for pleasure only, not sufficiently scientific and crammed with facts for readers who thirst after knowledge". This in-between position of exclusion forced Hudson to adopt a "primitive" attitude: "uncivilized as I generally am and wish to be". He discovered painfully that he did not belong. Being a colonial from an ignored continent meant bearing a grudge.
In Far Away and Long Ago (1918) Hudson describes the crippling illness that made him turn to books and reading. Books became associated with convalescence; this is the source of Hudson's bitterness about reading indoors. The "primitive" inside his head revolted against reading in an arm chair; rather "chop wood" than read. To read, to think, to analyze is to become separated and alienated from the continuous creative adapting of survival in nature.
The harsh life of the pampas became the mental land of childhood ("spiritual geography" Hudson calls it) where the child is the primitive before the corruption of books, learning and society. Hudson's strange children's fantasy A Little Boy Lost (1905) narrates this myth of a child's freedom: the boy (orphan) without family or home who wanders the pampas, jungle and sierra alone and survives. Hudson preserved the pampas as a consoling daydream of freedom. Not surprisingly his autobiography ends with his adolescence as if life dries up at that age. In London, Hudson was the caged adult tortured by his inability to return to this "freedom" except through the melancholy act of memory and writing. Hudson knew that there was no second time.-Typically, Hudson was ashamed of his origins; he rarely named Argentina except as that "distant land 1 '. His desire to pass for an Englishman is obvious. He admired the American Henry James, not for his fiction, but for his "intense Englishness".
If England was the land of his dreams, it took him long, difficult years to be accepted and he had to do this by suppressing his background. The "primitive" inside his head did not allow him to forget his colonial roots -we will see this in his fiction. By the end of the novel Lamb has learned to hate the English, especially their jingoism as colonizers. He is glad that England lost its chance of colonizing Uruguay and that it has remained a savage, purple land. I will quote at length: "It is not an exclusively British characteristic to regard the people of other nationalities with a certain amount of contempt, but with us, perhaps, the feeling is stronger than with others, or else expressed with less reserve. Let me now at last rid myself of this error, which is harmless and perhaps commendable in those who stay at home, and also very natural, since it is a part of our unreasonable nature to distrust and dislike the things that are far removed and unfamiliar. Let me at last divest myself of these old English spectacles, framed in oak and with lenses of horn, to bury them for ever in this mountain, which for half a century and upwards has looked down on the struggles of a young and feeble people against foreign aggression dnd domestic foes, and where a few months ago I sang the praises of British civilization, lamenting that it had been planted here and abundantly watered with blood, only to be plucked up again and cast into the sea. This hoarding of Rima as a memory is complex: part "cherishing" his mother's memory and part Hudson's link with his buried past. This has linguistic roots. Although brought up speaking English, the Hudson family were surrounded by Spanish speakers. This made the Hudson children bilingual. As we mentioned, Hudson's written English was shaky, and although he lost contact with Spanish, the rest of his family stayed on and were assimilated into Argentina (moving from Hudson to Uson); further his sister wrote to him in Spanish. Hudson has described what Spanish (the colonial's suppressed language) meant to him when recalling his favourite Spanish poet, the eighteenth century Melendez Valdes. Spanish, he argues, is "better suited to the expression of tender sentiments", is "more natural", "less distinct from prose and speech", has an "air of sincerity", is a "natural music"; he calls it "that sublimated emotional language". My underlinings make it obvious why Rima is in Spanish and what she means. Hudson refers to Melendez Valdes one other time, contrasting natural Spanish poetry with mechanical English poetry. He explains Melendez Valdes' charm as "due to the beauty of the language they (Spanish poets) wrote in and to the free airy grace of assonants"; free, airy are qualities associated with the birdlike Rima. Melendez Valdes' poetry is elf-like, brother to bird, bee and butterfly...but the link between Spanish and Rima is obvious. Rima is the buried presence of his roots; the sadness behind Green Mansions is that Hudson was forced to negate this and bury it secretly as a memory. But it was his lifeline.
We can schematize Green Mansions as a journey: Abel wants to and does lose his civilized armour; he discovers Rima to lose her -in this life there can be no definitive possessionbut recuperates her and his real self as a primitive in the psychological sense. To become Rima, a bird-woman, the other (for a man) is to become integrated. According to Hudson, the primitive levels of consciousness are older, deeper, non-scientific and mythical: buried in the jungle of the self. The substitution that the romance tries to conceal is complete: for industrial England (evil) read green forest (good) with Hudson re-enacting a melancholic return to his own pampa origins (crystal land). The theme of the novel is a parable about the impossibility of a return to a matriarchal origin -and Smith commits unwitting suicide (we will not comment on the forms that Hudson's own "suicide" took). Hudson, in becoming anglicized (his ambition) lost -forever -his own chance of returning; not only was his mother dead, but Argentina had also changed, modernized. This is close to a tragic dilemma. The romance is also a metaphor of adaptation -how to become the other (English for Hudson, "crystal" for Smith). Here is the colonial's trial or passage where he must "prudently hold his tongue" or be found out. I quote in full:
"Of course I was surrounded with mysteries, being in the house but not of it, to the manner born; and I had already arrived at the conclusion that these mysteries could only be known to me through reading ...for it seemed rather a dangerous thing to ask questions, since the most innocent interrogatory might be taken as an offence, only to be expiated ... To be reticent, observant, and studious was a safe plan.
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My underlinings make this confession sadly obvious. Hudson's safe plan was so effective that he ended up being "accepted". This was his final, tragic loss; his grabbing hold of memory (of childhood, mother, the pampas...) as his only consolation. This emotional paradox is revealed in the way that music affects Smith (and stirs up the buried past in Hudson). All the dead that Smith knew "came back to me, until the whole room seemed filled with a pale, shadowy procession, moving past me to the sound of the mysterious melody. Through all the evening it came back, in a hundred bewildering disguises, filling me with a melancholy infinitely precious, which was yet almost more than my heart could bear". This is the conflictual centre thinly disguised in fiction: Hudson the bewildered exile, torn apart by irreconcilable desires. Internalizing an image is his only attempt at forging "permanence"; he creates "shining, fadeless images in my mind, which are my treasures and best possessions".
At another moment in the romance
He gives his life its emotional meaning thanks to his "invisible and intangible album" (memory); memory is an "inner magical world", a "secret peiennial joy".
35
From the grief of his mother's death and an understanding into the inevitable temporal movement of evolution, Hudson learned another structuring constant of his work; the irreversibility of time, the inevitability of change. Hudson never returned "home" to the pampas because there was no "home" to return to. He learned this from a gaucho whose widowed mother had died. The gaucho refused to accept her death and prayed daily for her return. He would climb onto a gable and watch the horizon. Hudson concludes the story: "'And she never came, and at last I knew that she was dead and that we were separated for ever -that there is no life after death.' His story pierced me to the heart." Hudson's reaction tells all. God is "unlistening,  unhelpful as the stars" for "there is no 's theory of man's origins.  By the end of his life, Hudson (the "loser") realised that Darwin had become accepted, another dogma ("no longer an offence"). If first he rebuked Darwinism for its novelty, he later denigrated it for its dogmatism. Hudson felt closer to the "truth", closer to the crude, savage origins and thus more in touch with the life-force permeating matter. He embodied a "vision of a savage prehistoric land of which we are truer natives than we can ever be of this smooth sophisticated England" (isn't this Argentina?). His aversion led him to a "truer" view of the inter-locked, ecological world. He defines his credo:"To know the creature, undivested of life or liberty or of anything belonging to it, it must be seen with an atmosphere, in the midst of the nature in which it harmoniously moves and has its being, and the image it casts on the observer's retina and mind must be identical with its image in the eye and mind of the other wild creatures that share the earth with it." This Hudson always knew as a boy; Darwinism did not teach him this, it reminded him of it. This we could call a defence of ecology: " We are bound as much as ever to facts; we seek them more and more diligently, knowing that to break from them is to be carried away by vain imaginations. All the same, facts in themselves are nothing to us: they are important only in their relations to other facts and things -to all things, and the essence of things, material and spiritual." This antidote to factual, objective science turns on relationships that include the observer. By refuting Darwin, Hudson affirmed the sincerity of his own experiences. By separating himself from "indoor" scientists, he affirmed a more emotional view of science. The laboratory quality of nineteenth century science induced in Hudson a claustrophobia; he preferred the outdoor or South American variant. Hudson was not a loser; he held on to his view of a maternal nature; or rather he held on to both views, the conflict generating his energy.
According to Abel in Green Mansions
We have outlined an impossible conflict (between Hudson's mother and Darwin) that tore Hudson apart. His deep melancholy is the expression of this cultural/historical trap. But only spasmodically does it surface out of his privacy into his texts. Usually it must be read behind the fiction, between the lines. I will list some examples; once in a letter he admitted "with a pang" to a brother in Argentina that he had taken the wrong turning in life by leaving for England but that it was too late to go back on this decision; to a sister in Argentina he wrote that he felt sick with desire to return "home". Hudson suffered a vertigo of despair when he smelled a familiar flower: "I grow sick with longing, an exile and stranger in a strange land". This strange land is England, land of his desires. He feels suffocated, cries out: "Let me go back to the place I came from." The sensation that he is lost summarizes this emotion: "to know for one brief moment that he was lost forever", but note the 'brief"; to dwell on this separation was intolerable "because a whole ocean and the impassable ocean separated me from my people". When Hudson thinks of Argentina he feels a twinge, melancholia is a sharp pinch. This he suffers when writing about spiders: "It made me miserable to think that I had left, thousands of miles away, a world of spiders exceeding in size, variety of shape and beauty and richness of colouring those I found heresurpassing them, too, in the marvellousness of their habits and that ferocity of disposition which is without a parallel in nature. I wished I could drop this burden of years so as to go back to them, to spend half a lifetime in finding out some of their fascinating secrets. Finally, I envied those who in future years will grow up in that green continent, with this passion in their hearts, and have the happiness which I had missed". Hudson is not really writing about spiders, but elaborating his own myth: South America as vital, marvellous, fresh, rich, wild. ..all that was absent in his self-imposed exile. It is through emotion that Hudson betrays this myth. Hard as he tries to "shut my mind resolutely against a thought", he undergoes a "monstrous betrayal", a "deep melancholy", an "intolerable sadness" and only when he sees through the futility of his dream of "making it" in England does he discover who he really is, but too late. All his insights into nature, culture, Darwinism, himself, reveal a radical "impermanence": "our maker and mother mocks at our efforts -at our philosophical refuges, and sweeps them away with a wave of emotion". 
